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It’s quite possible that no strain carries the same legendary status as White Widow. ... The original White Widow was created
when a sativa landrace from Brazil was pollinated by an indica hybrid from southern India. ... Our White Widow feminized
grows to about 1m tall indoors, reaching up .... White Widow from Medical Seeds features: Genetics: Brazil x southern India;
Type: Feminized seeds; 60% Indica - 40% Sativa hybrid; Recommended growth .... White Widow cannabis strain is a legendary
60/40 Sativa dominant hybrid. It was first bred in the Netherlands in the early '90s, and rumoured to be.... White Widow is aptly
named for its hard, white buds, laced with crystal resin. The strain comes to flower in .... White Widow is a cross of two
landrace strains, Brazilian and south Indian, from Green House Seed Company in Amsterdam. Green House breeder Arjan ....
White Widow genetics can be linked to a Brazilian Sativa and a resin-heavy Indian Indica. Frequently mentioned in the
television show Weeds, White Widow is a .... White Widow is a classic with a reputation as one of the most powerful strains
ever. Our geneticists have worked intensively to optimize and then stabilize its best .... White Widow was a common sight in
Amsterdam coffee shops in the 90s. But soon the word crossed the Atlantic, and it was here in America.. Among the most
famous strains worldwide is White Widow, a balanced hybrid first bred in the Netherlands by Green House Seeds. A cross
between a Brazilian sativa landrace and a resin-heavy South Indian indica, White Widow has blessed every Dutch coffee shop
menu since its birth in .... Check out our complete White Widow strain review -- updated for 2020 with new grow info, average
THC content, and reliable cannabinoid .... White Widow from Redecan has chunky, conical, tapered buds with a loose and
fluffy texture. It has a fairly balanced 60:40 ratio of sativa to indica, and its .... What can we really say about White Widow that
hasn't already been said? The cannabis seeds of this '90s legendary strain are one of the bestsellers of Dinafem .... Called
"white" due to its heavy resin gland content as well as its tendency to not fully color up when ready to harvest, White Widow is
known for being extremely .... The variety is on the menu of almost every coffee shop. The world famous White Widow is a
sativa-dominant hybrid. It is a cross between pure Sativa Landra from .... White Widow is a hybrid strain that many have been
familiar with since the early 90's. This strain has global popularity and can easily be found atop a menu at .... White Widow, at
20% THC, is known for having a stinging, ammonia-like scent with some hints of earthy pine. The smooth smoke tastes
similarly earthy and has .... White Widow is one of the most famous cannabis strains of the world. Read everything about this
incredible strain at CannaConnection!. White widow is one of the most well known marijuana strains. And for good reason!
This beauty of a plant will knock your socks off!. Are you looking for cheap XXL cannabis seeds with Very High THC levels?
White Widow Feminized is an Indoor/Outdoorstrain with Indica genetics.. White Widow is a cross between a Brazilian sativa
strain and a resin-heavy South Indian indica. The buds are white colored, with a crystal resin. Users experience a powerful
feeling of euphoria and energy breaks. White Widow is one of the most famous strains around the world. cb857e3a30 
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